Video coding technique with a background frame, extracted from mixture of Gaussian (MoG) based background modeling, provides better rate distortion performance by exploiting coding efficiency in uncovered background areas compared to the latest video coding standard. However, it suffers from high computation time, low coding efficiency for dynamic videos, and prior knowledge requirement of video content. In this paper, we present a novel adaptive weighted non-parametric (WNP) background modeling technique and successfully embed it into HEVC video coding standard. Being non-parametric (NP), the proposed technique naturally exhibits superior performance in dynamic background scenarios compared to MoG-based technique without a priori knowledge of video data distribution. In addition, the WNP technique significantly reduces noise-related drawbacks of existing NP techniques to provide better quality video coding with much lower computation time as demonstrated through extensive comparative studies against NP, MoG and HEVC techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Providing better quality video at a lower bit rate is the unsolved age old conquest for researchers in video coding domain. The key to solving this challenge is to strike the right balance to provide the best possible quality for the available bit rate. With the advancement of technology and the availability of high speed networks, larger bandwidths currently exist. However, sophisticated video capturing, display technologies, and incremental users' demand on higher resolution and quality also produce large sized video data. Hence the challenge to find the appropriate balance between quality and bit rate still remains.
The latest HEVC video coding standard [1] improved the coding performance by applying a number of innovative tools compared to its predecessor H.264/AVC [2] including a wider range of variable block size motion estimation (ME), motion compensation (MC), prediction, and transformation units. The use of multiple reference frames (MRFs) using variable block sizes tools typically provides better coding performance than single reference frame approach [1] - [3] . Some fast coding techniques [4] - [7] achieved significant time saving compared to H264 but failed to outperform it in rate-distortion (RD) coding performance for video with repetitive motion, uncovered background, non-integer pixel displacement, lighting change, etc. [8] . The image quality degradation and fluctuation problems related to the use of I-frames are well-known issues of the H264 standard [9] - [11] and studies were conducted to find better I-frame selection process and use it as a second reference frame to overcome RD performance problem by the fast coding techniques and existing quality fluctuation problems [12] .
Video segmentation based coding techniques tried to exploit the stable parts in a frame by treating them as background [13] - [15] ; however they are highly computation intensive. Object segmentation based sprite coding techniques [16] [17] were also introduced but they suffer from high computational burden and their performance degrades at high bit rate applications [18] .
A number of video coding schemes using McFIS (most common frame in scene) [8] [12] [19] [20] were introduced to utilize the highly accepted Mixture of Gaussian (MoG)-based dynamic background modeling (DBM) techniques [21] [22] . The coding schemes using the McFIS further instilled the fact that using a good quality background frame as a reference frame improves coding performance and computational efficiency for static and uncovered background areas compared to the coding scheme with MRFs using a number of previously decoded frames. It also established the need for using a good DBM technique for practical usage. Studies have shown the improved performance and computational efficiency of the McFIS-based video coding schemes [8] [12] [19] [20] [23] . DBM is also applied in recent studies in the area of transcoding technique for video surveillance [24] .
MoG based DBM works at pixel level where each pixel of a scene is modeled independently using a mixture of (generally 3 to 5) Gaussian distributions [21] - [23] [25] [26] . Although the MoG based DBM techniques have been proved successful and widely used by researchers and practitioners, they require the user to assume the data distribution in advance and relevant parameters must be set based on this underlying assumption. It is also found to be performing poorly for fast changing background environments [25] [27] . A relatively new non-parametric (NP) techniques [25] [27] [28] has gained the attention of many researchers due to its ability to perform well in highly dynamic scenarios and it requires no initial assumption about the underlying data distribution [25] [27] [29] . The NP technique uses historical pixel values for a given pixel to perform probability density estimation using kernel estimator K where the kernel width is estimated considering two sources of variations -(i) edge of different objects passing through a pixel at different times giving large scale pixel fluctuations, and (ii) local intensity variation due to blurring of image [25] [27] . The background model for a frame is developed by comparing the probability of the current intensity value of each pixel against a threshold (to decide whether background or foreground). The probability estimation is done based on the pixel's historical values in the previous frames by calculating the median of absolute pixel intensity differences between the current frame and each of the previous frames [25] [27] .
Although the high sensitivity to dynamic background environment makes the NP technique very attractive for applications such as object detection and tracking, this poses a serious challenge for video coding. If the background is updated more frequently then the coding of more background frames would be necessary. This leads to a higher bit rate requirement. Moreover, in the existing NP technique [25] [27], the background is generated using the pixel intensity values of the last frame only and the historical pixel intensity values are only used for probability estimation purpose. Hence, the background is heavily biased to the last frame and loses the historical trend value. This might provide a good background frame for detecting an object for the current frame for object detection applications; however, as an extra reference frame, it does not contribute significantly in video compression of the current frame as the last frame has normally been used for ME and MC of the current frame in HEVC or H.264. To resolve these issues we propose a novel weighted nonparametric (WNP) technique where we generate a more stable background using historical pixel values and the latest pixel value of the latest frame. The new technique uses the weighted average of (i) a probabilistic pixel intensity value (calculated based on median of historical values and randomly scaled standard deviation) and (ii) the latest pixel intensity value. This process scales the actual pixel intensity value by maintaining the historical trend of the intensities of the pixel position in the generated background. The background remains more stable, thus reducing the frequent background updating issue with NP. The new WNP technique inherits the advantages of the NP technique such as capacity to detect dynamic background better and ability to perform probability estimation with dynamic data distribution. The additional ability of WNP to provide a more stable background makes it more suitable for video compression purpose as it reduces the computational time significantly and provides better RD coding performance. The proposed DBM scheme captures more background areas compared to the existing ones so that we do not need to use ME for those areas and thus saving valuable computational time.
In the following sections we first present the proposed WNP technique followed by detailed experimental results and comparative discussions of the new technique.
PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The MRFs technique facilitates better predictions than using a single reference frame, targeting at video with features such as repetitive motion, uncovered background, non-integer pixel displacement, lighting change, etc. To reduce computational time associated with MRFs, a number of techniques [30] [31] use dual reference frames: a long term reference (LTR) frame and a short term reference (STR) frame. The basic assumption of the dual reference frames for encoding the current frame is that the STR would be referenced for local motion i.e., moving areas, and the LTR would be referenced for still regions i.e., background areas of the frame. Our proposed technique presented in this study uses dual reference frames technique where the LTR is a high quality background frame (generated by the proposed WNP background modeling) and the STR is the immediate previous frame of the current frame. The background frame is modeled with a small number of original frames of a scene and encoded at high quality as a LTR frame. All frames in the scene are encoded using dual reference frames. The Lagrangian RD cost function of the HEVC is used to finally select the reference frame for a block or sub-block.
We also incorporate a scene change detection strategy similar to [12] . When a scene change occurs we reset the background modeling and generate a new background frame for the new scene. To reduce the computational time, we use small search range for ME when we use the LTR frame (i.e., the background frame) as reference in the proposed scheme. As the LTR frame is referenced mainly for static and uncovered areas, we do not need to use larger search range. Thus, we can reduce the computational time significantly compared to existing dual reference frames-based techniques.
The proposed WNP technique is primarily based on the wellknown NP Technique [25] [27] [28] . The WNP aims to generate a stable background frame from a set of initial training frames. The generated background frame integrates both the historical pixel intensity value and the recent pixel intensity value from the last training frame for each pixel. This retains the past pixel intensity trend as well as the recent pixel value which in turn will provide a more stable background for video compression purpose. The use of historical pixel values also eliminates a sudden pixel intensity change (i.e., noise or dynamic background impulse) of the latest frame compared to the historical trend. For object detection applications, considering the pixel intensity of the latest frame to generate background frame as done in NP technique provides better object in dynamic background situation. However, considering a combination of the pixel intensity of the latest frame and the historical pixel intensity provides better RD performance in video coding applications (see the RD performance in Fig. 1 ). Note that the main objective of video coding applications using background modeling is to reduce the residual error for improving compression performance, whereas the main objective of the object detection applications is to find the object in its original shape. Thus, proposed background frame comprising historical pixel intensities ensures overall minimization of residual error of all frames, resulting in better overall compression.
The proposed background modeling and background generation technique can be described in the following 2 steps:
Step 1: Background probability estimation technique
is a set of recent intensity values for a pixel. We can estimate the probability density function with pixel intensity t x at time t by using the kernel estimator K(.) as 
In order to estimate the kernel bandwidth 2 j σ for j-th color channel for any given pixel we need to compute the median absolute deviation over the sample for consecutive intensity values of the pixel. The median difference m can be calculated as
We can consider that the intensity pair being consecutive comes from local-in-time distribution. Assuming that the local-in-time distribution is Normal ) , (
The standard deviation of the first distribution can be computed as
Step 2: Background generation With the NP technique, the calculated ) ( t r x p is compared against a threshold of 20% variation to determine if the current pixel belongs to background or foreground. If the pixel is considered as background then its value is retained in the background frame. In the proposed WNP technique we also determine the background using a 20% variation threshold recommended in [27] . Once the current pixel value t x is detected as background, the value is combined with the synthesized historical pixel intensity of the given sample for that particular pixel. The synthesized historical pixel value M for the sample pixel values can be calculated as
The synthesized value M is a mimic of the actual pixel intensity generated using the standard deviation and a very small normally distributed random multiplier Y which can generated using the randn(.) function in Matlab which generates a normally distributed random value. This is then used to generate the synthesised pixel value considering the calculated median as mean and using the calculated standard deviation σ .
The value X of the background pixel can be calculated as a weighted average of the actual value t x and synthesized value M:
In this way, a background frame is generated for the entire frame set and then encoded with high quality. Corresponding quantization set up is similar to [12] .
Selection of α :
The value of α can be adaptively adjusted to provide more importance to either the recent value or the historical value trend for a given pixel. We have conducted simulation studies which showed that the impact of α is dependent on the video dataset. Please note that when we use 1 = α in the proposed method, the proposed method is equivalent to the traditional NP technique as the background is developed solely based on the most recent pixel value (see (5) ). Our studies with other video data sets suggest that finding the right balance between historical and recent pixel value is the key to selecting an appropriate α value. In order to select the α value we have developed an adaptive procedure described in 6 stages:
1) Decide the potential α values
At this stage we decide a set of potential α α of number the is ... 1 P p where p = values we are interested in for a given video dataset. The α values are between 0 and 1 and may be selected at regular intervals.
2) Generate background for each α
A background frame is generated for each α by applying the background generation method described earlier. 
4) Count background pixel detection
The background detection percentage represents the area of a frame detected as background by the new WNP method using a particular α value. The total number of pixels in a frame is H W * . The number of pixels detected as background in a frame using a particular α value can be calculated applying (6) as
The small value δ is the threshold for a pixel to be considered as background. Ideally, the value of δ should be "0". However the WNP develops a synthesized background using historical and actual pixel values which leads to deviation from the actual pixel value and thus a nonzero δ value for some cases. With a significant amount of experimental studies using test videos we have identified that generally a large change in the pixel value classifies it as foreground pixel, while only a small change classifies it as background pixel. Experimental results indicate that up to 2% deviation from the highest possible pixel value (i.e. 255) may be used as the δ value.
5) Calculate background detection percentage
By applying (7) we can calculate the percentage of total pixels detected as background for a particular frame by:
The overall background detection percentage for a test video is calculated based on the number of training frames q F . The overall background detection percentage for the set p α can be calculated as:
6) Select α for a video
The α value for a given video is p α for the maximum Our experimental results show that the α value that helps detecting the maximum percentage of background provides a better background reference frame for that video leading to better coding performance. The α values were found to be positively correlated with the coding performance of any test video. This objective and adaptive selection procedure for the α value provides the decoder with the ability to generate the best background to achieve best possible coding quality.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

Experiment Setup
The experiments were conducted on a dedicated desktop machine (with Intel core i7 3770 CPU @ 3.4 GHz, 16GB RAM and 1TB HDD) running 64 bit Windows operating system. The program codes for the NP technique were available from the author [25] [27] . Each test video has been coded-decoded using the HEVC, NP, MoG [26] and WNP based coder-decoder. For HEVC we used GOP of size 30. For Inter coding we used 2 reference frames. Motion search was performed within a window of ±31. For NP, MoG and WNP, the generated background frame by each technique was used as a reference frame along with the immediate previous frame for coding-decoding purpose. The test video sequences Sales, News, Grandma and Table Tennis are of resolution of 176 × 144, while the Silent, Paris and Container test video sequences are of resolution of 352 × 288. First 25 frames were used as training frames of a scene to generate the background frame for the MoG, NP and WNP techniques. The initial total training frames were chosen to be 25 because provides a buffering time of < 1 second at standard 30fps. This is acceptable for most of the applications. A set of 25 frames was also large enough size to provide a good quality background for all our test video sequences. However, the size of the training frame set can be adjusted according to available buffering time and required background quality. We have used 5 different quantization values (QP=28, 24, 20, 16, and 12) for each sequence to obtain different bit rates and the corresponding PSNR values. Then each of the four coding techniques was used to code-decode the video sequences. For the WNP technique we have applied the α selection procedure described earlier to select appropriate α for each video sequence. Fig. 1 shows the RD performance for three test video sequences highlighting the significantly improved performances of the proposed WNP technique against other exisitng techniques. Detailed results for our test video sequences are presented in Table  1 . We observed that our proposed WNP technique provided significant PSNR gains over other techniques tested. For the Sales video sequence WNP achieved PSNR gains of 1dB, 0.9dB and 1.2dB to 3.1dB compared to NP, MoG and HEVC respectively. For the Silent video sequence the PSNR gains of the proposed WNP were 0.9dB to 1.1dB, 0.85dB to 1.1dB and 2dB to 2.6dB against NP, MoG and HEVC respectively. For the Gramdma video sequence WNP showed a PSNR gain of 1dB, 1dB to 1.05dB and 1.2 dB to 1.95dB compared to NP, MoG and HEVC respectively. For the Paris video sequence WNP PSNR gains were recorded as 0.4dB to 0.8dB, 0.45dB to 0.8dB and 1dB to 1.6dB compared to NP, MoG and HEVC respectively. For the Container video sequence WNP achied PSNR gains of 0.6dB to 0.7dB, 0.6dB to 0.7dB and 0.65dB to 0.7dB against NP, MoG and HEVC respectively. The News video sequence is particularly challenging as the background contains very dynamic changes. For this sequence WNP registered PSNR gains of 0.1dB to 0.5dB, 0.2dB to 0.45dB and 0.9dB to 1.6dB compared to NP, MoG and HEVC respectively. The Table video sequence poses a unique challenge for the coding techniques as there are several scene changes occuring in it. By the inherent design of HEVC this scene change has no impact on its performance. For each of the WNP, NP and MoG techniques however requires to identify the scene changes and then develops a new background frame each time a change occurs. This process requires additional time and bits for coding the new frames during the scene changes. We observed that even with such challenges, for the Table video sequence WNP achieved PSNR gains of 0.5dB to 1.3dB, 0.45dB to 1.3dB and 0.8dB to 1.5dB compared to NP, MoG and HEVC respectively. We also observed that WNP is able to detect scene changes in the Table sequence better than NP and MoG while using a 20% pixel value deviation threshhold for scene change detection.
Results and Discussions
Another strength of the WNP technique lies in its ability to perform significantly faster than the other major techniques discussed in this study. We have observed during simulations with different test videos and at different quantization values that the WNP technique is the fastest of all techqunies tested. Fig. 2 shows the time savings (in %) for the MoG, NP and WNP techniques as compared to HEVC for the test videos. For the Sales video sequence WNP was 64.5%, 11.2% and 10.9% faster than HEVC, NP and MoG respectively. For the News video sequence WNP performed 56.1%, 1.6% and 7.4% faster than HEVC, NP and MoG respectively. For the Silent video sequence WNP performed 44.3%, 12.7% and 18.7% faster than HEVC, NP and MoG respectively. For the Paris video sequence WNP performed 52.8%, 6.1% and 5% faster than HEVC, NP and MoG respectively. For the Grandma video sequence we obsered that WNP was 53%, 3% and The time saving of WNP is largely due to the more stable background it generates to be used as a reference frame. Generally the encoder-decoder requires less time if it picks a pixel value from the background reference frame rather than the last frame considered for foreground as no ME is required for background pixels [3] [4] .
In order to understand the efficiency and performance of the WNP technique better, we discuss the results for the Silent video sequence in detail. The first 25 frames were used as training frame for generating the background frame. We use the 75th frame for our investigation which represents a distant enough frame from the background generating last frame (25 th ) to introduce enough variations between them. Quantization values were adjusted (around 20) to bring the bit rates for NP, MoG and WNP comparably closer. As shown in Table 2 , with similar bit rates the WNP quality (in terms of PSNR) is much higher. The mean error is the mean absolute difference between the 75 th original input frame and the coded-decoded frame. A lower error for WNP shown in Table 2 indicates that the coded-decoded frame produced by the proposed WNP technique is more similar to the original frame than those produced by the MoG and NP techniques. The 75 th input frame is shown in Fig. 6 . The relevant histogram in Fig. 7 shows the absolute pixel value differences between the original and coded-decoded frame by each technique. From the histogram we can observe that for WNP the percentage of pixels with "0" and "1" pixel value difference is higher than NP and MoG and lower for higher pixel value differences. This indicates that the coded-decoded output frame produced by WNP is much similar to the actual input frame. It is clearly evident that WNP performes more efficiently than MoG and NP in terms of background generation. This confirms the lower mean error for WNP reported in Table 2 . Percentage of pixels with certain value difference among the total pixels for different coding techniques Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , show the background frames generated by the NP, WNP and MoG techniques respectively along with the relevant reference maps showing the sections of the image considered as background during coding-decoding. The black regions in the reference maps are foreground. If we inspect the background frames closely with respect to the original 75 th frame shown in Fig. 6 , we can observe that NP and WNP has been able to better detect the background behind the moving hand as compared to MoG. These background frames generated by NP, MoG and WNP are used as reference frames for coding-decoding by the respective coding-decoding technique.
The reference maps in Fig.  3 , Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the areas considered as foreground (in Black) and background during coding-decoding process.
Comparing the reference maps we can observe that during coding-decoding of the 75 th frame more background area was used from the background frame generated by WNP. This higher usage of background reference frame has contributed to the better coding performance and faster Fig. 8 shows the general background frame usage trends for each technique while coding-decoding the Silent video sequence under a set of quantization values (32, 28, 24, 20, 16 and 12) . During the coding-decoding process we have recorded the number of blocks and sub-blocks referenced from the background reference frame. The background usage refers to the ratio between the area (in blocks and sub-blocks) referenced from the background frame and the total area in the background frame. We believe the better the background, the more it will be used during the coding-decoding process; hence we should use a technique that provides a better background such as the proposed WNP technique.
CONCLUSION
A novel non-parametric background model based coding-decoding technique has been presented in this study. The proposed WNP technique adopts the strengths of the well known non-parametric background modeling technique including automated parameter estimation and better dynamic background detection. The WNP technique generates a more stable background by incorporating historic pixel values in the background frame. The stability of the reference background frame in turn provides more efficient coding performance for the WNP based coding-decoding technique.
Extensive experimental results are also presented to establish the performance validity of the proposed technique. Our experimental results shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 demonstrate that the proposed WNP technique achieves an average PSNR gain of 1.5dB, 0.78dB and 0.77dB over all the test video sequences compared to HEVC, NP and MoG respectively. In addition to the PSNR performance gains, the proposed WNP method improved the computational time significantly. As shown in Fig. 2 , on an average WNP is 52.2%, 9.7% and 9.5% faster than the HEVC, NP and MoG based techniques respectively over all the test video sequences. WNP is also found to be more efficient in scene change detection compared to NP and MoG. The study will provide researchers and practitioners new insights in improving the performance of coding-decoding process by applying improved non-parametric approach which opens the door for further research in other related areas.
